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ABSTRACT

The disclosure provides a method, an apparatus and a system for acquiring a service by a portable device, in order to solve the problem that the security of the user information saved in the portable device is affected as the portable device uses an illegal User Interface (UI) on a Personnel Computer (PC) in the related art. The method includes: the portable device receives the data information of each slice computed by the UI according to the first algorithm in the UI itself and identification information of each slice saved, matches the received data information of each slice with the corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and verifies whether the UI is legal according to the matching result. When using a UI, the portable device sends slice information of a file to the UI to verify the legality of the UI, and does not acquire the service through the UI until the verification is passed, so as to prevent the portable device from using an illegal UI and ensure the security of the user information saved in the portable device.
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Fig. 1

S101: The portable device receives a checking application from a User Interface (UI), wherein the checking application contains information of a file to be checked.

S102: The portable device returns identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI.

S103: The UI computes data information of each slice according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself and identification information of the each slice, and returns the data information of the each slice to the portable device.

S104: The portable device matches the data information of each slice returned by the UI with the corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself.

S105: If matched successfully, the portable device determines that the UI is legal and acquires the service through the UI.

S106: If matched unsuccessfully, the portable device refuses to use the UI.
Fig. 2

According to the service to be acquired, the portable device acquires attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself (S201)

The portable device acquires a condition list for the attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself (S202)

The portable device judges whether the attribute information meets corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list (S203)

No: The portable device determines not to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service (S205)

Yes: The portable device determines to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service (S204)
Fig. 3

The portable device sends shared security data information saved in the portable device itself to the UI, generates a random number according to a period set by a user, and sends the random number to the UI.

The UI computes authentication information by utilizing the second algorithm saved in the UI itself and according to the shared security data information and the random number, and returns the authentication information to the portable device.

The portable device matches the authentication information with that computed by the portable device itself.

- If matched successfully (S304): The portable device has the permission to use the service and continues acquiring the service.
- If matched unsuccessfully (S303): The portable device does not have the permission to use the service and stops acquiring the service.

S301 -> S302 -> S303 -> S304/S305
Fig. 4

S401

The portable device determines a short message which is to be sent to the UI according to a short message service

S402

The portable device encrypts the short message in the form of plaintext and send the encrypted short message to the UI

S403

The UI decrypts the encrypted short message to obtain the short message in the form of plaintext
The portable device receives a checking application containing information of a file to be checked from the UI (S501).

The portable device returns identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI and receives data information of each slice returned by the UI (S502).

The portable device matches the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself (S503).

If the match is unsuccessful, the portable device determines that the UI is illegal and refuses to use the UI (S505).

According to the service to be acquired, the portable device acquires attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself, and also a condition list for the attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself (S504).

The portable device judges whether the attribute information meets corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list (S506).

If the judgment is no, the portable device acquires the service through the UI (S508).

If the judgment is yes, the portable device acquires the service through the UI, sends shared security data information saved in the portable device itself to the UI, generates a random number according to a period set by a user, and sends the random number to the UI (S507).

The portable device matches the authentication information computed by the portable device itself with that returned by the UI (S509).

If the match is unsuccessful, the portable device determines that it does not have the permission to use the service and stops acquiring the service (S511).

If the match is successful, the portable device determines that it has the permission to use the service and continues acquiring the service (S510).
METHOD, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR ACQUIRING SERVICE BY PORTABLE DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the technical field of mobile broadband, in particular to a method, an apparatus and a system for acquiring a service by a portable device.

BACKGROUND

According to a request from an operator, a device manufacturer provides the operator with a corresponding universal portable device, and also develops a legal User Interface (UI) for the universal portable device. When the portable device is connected through a data line to a computer where the legal UI is located, a user may acquire a corresponding service through the legal UI. For example, when the legal UI is a short message UI, the user may send a short message through the short message UI; and when the short message UI identifies the portable device, it sends a use request to the portable device, and the portable device sends a short message to another portable device through the short message UI.

The portable device is connected to a Personal Computer (PC) through a data line and implements a corresponding service through a UI on the PC, however, when the UI on the PC is illegal and the user uses the illegal UI to acquire the service, the illegal UI may steal user information saved in the portable device and upload the user information to an illegal server, thereby affecting the security of the user information saved in the portable device.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the embodiments of the disclosure provide a method, an apparatus and a system for acquiring a service by a portable device, so as to solve the problem that the security of user information saved in a portable device is affected when the portable device uses an illegal UI on a PC in the related art.

A method for acquiring a service by a portable device provided by one embodiment of the disclosure includes:

- when a user uses a User Interface (UI) to acquire a service, receiving, by a portable device, a checking application from the UI which sends the checking application after identifying the portable device, wherein the checking application contains information of a file to be checked;
- acquiring, by the portable device, the file according to the information of the file, and returning, by the portable device, identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI;
- receiving, by the portable device, data information of each slice sent by the UI, and matching, by the portable device, the received data information of the each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, wherein the data information of the each slice received by the portable device is computed by the UI according to a first algorithm saved in the UI and the identification information of the each slice; and
- when they are successfully matched, determining, by the portable device, that the UI is legal, and acquiring, by the portable device, the service through the UI; otherwise, refusing, by the portable device, to use the UI.

An apparatus for acquiring a service by a portable device provided by one embodiment of the disclosure includes:

- a receiving module which is configured to receive a checking application from a User Interface (UI) which sends the checking application after identifying a portable device, and receive data information of each slice, which is returned by the UI and computed according to a first algorithm saved in the UI and identification information of the each slice;
- a sending module which is configured to return identification information of at least one slice of a file to be checked to the UI; and
- a verifying module which is configured to receive identification information of at least one slice of a file to be checked from the UI which sends the checking application after identifying the portable device; acquire the file according to the information of the file; return identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI; receive data information of each slice sent by the UI; match the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and when they are matched successfully, determine that the UI is legal and acquire the service through the UI; otherwise, refuse to use the UI.

A system for acquiring a service by a portable device provided by one embodiment of the disclosure includes:

- a portable device which is configured to, when a user uses a User Interface (UI) to acquire a service, receive a checking application containing information of a file to be checked from the UI which sends the checking application after identifying the portable device; acquire the file according to the information of the file; return identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI; receive data information of each slice in the at least one slice returned by the UI; match the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and when they are matched successfully, determine that the UI is legal and acquire the service through the UI, otherwise, refuse to use the UI; and
- the UI, which is configured to send the checking application containing the information of the file to be checked after identifying the portable device, receive the identification information of the at least one slice of the file returned by the portable device; compute data information of the each slice according to a first algorithm saved in the UI itself and the identification information of the each slice; and send the data information of the each slice to the portable device.

The embodiments of the disclosure provide the method, apparatus and system for acquiring a service by a portable device. In the method, a portable device receives data information of each slice computed by a UI according to a first algorithm saved in the UI itself and identification information of each slice, matches the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and verifies whether the UI is legal according to the matching result. When using a UI, the portable device sends slice information of a file to the UI to verify the legality of the UI, and does not acquire a service through the UI until the verification is passed, thereby preventing the portable device from using an illegal UI and ensuring the security of user information saved in the portable device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a process of acquiring a service by a portable device in one embodiment of the disclosure;
FIG. 2 shows a process of judging by a portable device whether to authenticate permission to use a service in the process of acquiring the service in one embodiment of the disclosure;
FIG. 3 shows a process of authenticating permission to use a service by a portable device in the process of acquiring the service in one embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 4 shows a process of encrypting and decrypting service data information by a portable device in the process of
acquiring a short message service through a UI in one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 shows a detailed process of acquiring a service by a portable device in one embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 6 shows an apparatus for acquiring a service by a portable device in one embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 7 shows a system for acquiring a service by a portable device in one embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The embodiments of the disclosure provide a method, an apparatus and a system for acquiring a service by a portable device. The portable device receives data information of each slice computed by a UI according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself and identification information of each slice, matches the received data information of the each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and verifies whether the UI is legal according to the matching result. When using the UI, the portable device sends slice information of a file to the UI to verify the legality of the UI, and does not acquire a service through the UI until the verification is passed, thereby preventing the portable device from using an illegal UI and ensuring the security of user information saved in the portable device.

The embodiments of the disclosure are described below in conjunction with the drawings in detail.

FIG. 1 shows a process of acquiring a service by a portable device in one embodiment of the disclosure, including the following steps.

S101: The portable device receives a checking application from a UI which sends the checking application after identifying the portable device, wherein the checking application contains information of a file to be checked.

In the embodiment of the disclosure, the legality of the UI needs to be verified, therefore, the UI, after identifying the portable device, determines that the portable device is available and sends a checking application to the portable device; wherein the checking application contains information of a file to be checked, such as digital certificate information or file information of an interface program.

S102: The portable device acquires the file according to the information of the file, and returns identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI.

In the embodiment of the disclosure, the portable device saves a plurality of files and segments each file to obtain a plurality of slices of the each file, for example, the portable device may save at least 100 slices of one file. The portable device may randomly send identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI; therefore, the more the slices of the file saved by the portable device are, the more precise the verification for the legality of the UI is.

When receiving the checking application returned by the UI, the portable device acquires a corresponding file according to information of a file in the checking application, and randomly returns identification information of at least one slice of the corresponding file to the UI; wherein identification information of the at least one slice returned by the portable device may contain a start mark and an end mark of the at least one slice.

S103: The UI computes data information of each slice according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself and identification information of each slice, and returns the data information of the each slice to the portable device.

In the embodiment of the disclosure, each UI saves a corresponding first algorithm, and when receiving identification information of at least one slice from the portable device, the UI computes data information of each slice in the at least one slice according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself.

S104: The portable device receives the data information of the each slice returned by the UI to match the data information with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself; when they are matched successfully, step S105 is executed; otherwise, step S106 is executed.

In the embodiment of the disclosure, the portable device saves a plurality of files and segments each file to obtain a plurality of slices of the each file. The portable device may save data information of each slice of the each file.

Or, after the portable device randomly returns identification information of at least one slice of a file requested by the UI to the UI, the UI computes data of each slice in the at least one slice according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself and identification information of the each slice in the at least one slice.

When receiving the data information of the each slice returned by the UI and corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, the portable device can verify the legality of the UI.

S105: The portable device determines that the UI is legal and acquires a service through the UI.

When the UI is legal, the UI can correctly compute data information of each slice according to the first algorithm saved by the UI itself and identification information of the each slice. That is, only the first algorithm saved by a legal UI can be a legal algorithm preset by a manufacturer.

S106: The portable device determines that the UI is illegal and refuses to use the UI.

When the UI is illegal, the UI cannot correctly compute data information of each slice according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself and identification information of the each slice. In the embodiment of the disclosure, the portable device computes the data information of each slice according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself and identification information of each slice, and matches the received data information of each slice with the corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and verifies whether the UI is legal according to the matching result. The illegal UI does not have a legal algorithm preset by the operator, therefore, the illegal UI cannot correctly compute the data information of each slice, thereby failing to pass the verification. Therefore, the portable device can only use a legal UI in the embodiment of the disclosure, thereby ensuring the security of the user data saved in the portable device.

Meanwhile, since the portable device can only use a legal UI, the interests of the device manufacturer and operator can be ensured.

In the embodiment of the disclosure, in order to further reinforce the security of a service, after the portable device determines that the UI is legal and before the portable device acquires the service through the UI, the method further includes: the portable device judges whether to authenticate permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service according to attribute information of the service to be acquired.

FIG. 2 shows a process of judging by the portable device whether to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service in one embodiment of the disclosure, specifically including the following steps.

S201: According to the service to be acquired, the portable device acquires attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself.
The portable device saves various attribute information for each service, which may be one or more of name information, type information, identification information and security level information of the service.

S202: The portable device acquires a condition list for the attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself.

The portable device saves the condition list for attribute information of each service by itself; the condition list for the attribute information of each service contains condition information for verifying the attribute information, and the condition information is used for judging whether to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service. The portable device can determine the attribute information of the service as well as the condition list for the attribute information of the service according to the service to be acquired.

S203: The portable device judges whether the attribute information of the service meets corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list, if the attribute information meets the condition information, S204 is executed, otherwise, S205 is executed.

For example, when the attribute information is the name information of the service to be acquired, if condition information for the attribute information contains name information of the service in the condition list for the attribute information of the service, then it is determined that the attribute information of the service meets the condition information in the condition list; and when the condition information for the name information does not contain the name information of the service, it is determined that the attribute information of the service does not meet the condition information in the condition list.

When the attribute information is the security level information of the service to be acquired, if the security level information meets condition information for the security level information in the condition list for the attribute information of the service, then it is determined that the attribute information of the service meets the condition information in the condition list, otherwise, it is determined that the attribute information of the service does not meet the condition information in the condition list. For example, when the condition information for the security level information is that the security level is greater than 5, if the security level of the service to be acquired is 4, which is less than 5, it is determined that the security level information of the service to be acquired does not meet the condition information for the security level information; and when the security level of the service to be acquired is 7, which is greater than 5, it is determined that the security level information of the service to be acquired meets the condition information for the security level information.

S204: The portable device determines to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service.

S205: The portable device determines not to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service.

In the embodiment of the disclosure, for some important services, the permission to use the services is authenticated by the portable device, for example, the important services may be a short message service or a Global Positioning System (GPS) service.

When it is determined that the service to be acquired by the portable device is important, the portable device needs to verify the permission to use the service in the service process. It is mainly because that the portable device uses a UI on a PC through a data line, which may cause insecurity when used for connection, for example, when the portable device determines a UI to be legal after performing verification on the UI and then acquires a service through the UI, since a certain period of time is needed for this service acquisition, during which if the portable device is replaced by another portable device but the UI is continued to be used, the UI cannot know whether the current portable device has the permission to use it. Therefore, in order to improve the security in a service acquisition process, in the disclosure, for some important services, it is necessary to verify whether the portable device has the permission to use the UI in the service acquisition process.

Or, in order to improve the security of the use of a UI by the portable device, in the embodiment of the disclosure, it may be needed to verify whether the portable device has the permission to use a UI in the process of acquiring a service through each UI.

FIG. 3 shows a process of authenticating the permission to use a service by a portable device in the process of acquiring the service in one embodiment of the disclosure, specifically including the following steps:

S301: The portable device sends shared security data information saved in the portable device itself to the UI, generates a random number according to a period set by the user, and sends the random number to the UI.

The shared security data information is saved by the portable device itself, and may be the unique shared security data information set by the factory or set by the user.

When receiving the shared security data information, the UI saves it, and the shared security data information saved by the UI is unchanged during a process that the portable device acquires the service through the UI.

S302: The UI computes authentication information by using the second algorithm saved in the UI itself and according to the shared security data information and the random number, and returns the authentication information to the portable device.

S303: The portable device matches the authentication information with that computed by itself by using the algorithm saved in the portable device itself and according to the shared security data and the random number; when they are matched successfully, S304 is executed, otherwise, S305 is executed.

The second algorithm saved by the UI is the same as that saved by the portable device.

Shared security data saved by each portable device are different, and the shared security data information saved by the UI is unchanged during the process that the portable device acquires the service, therefore, when the portable device acquires the service, if the portable device is replaced with another portable device, the authentication information computed by the UI according to the shared security data and the random number saved is not consistent with that computed by another portable device according to shared security data and a random number saved in the another portable device itself, as a result, the matching is failed and the verification cannot be passed.

S304: The portable device has the permission to use the service and continues acquiring the service.

S305: The portable device does not have the permission to use the service and stops acquiring the service.

During the process of acquiring a service through a UI, the portable device needs to encrypt service data information used for acquiring the service through the UI, and sends the encrypted service data information to the UI to instruct the UI to decrypt the encrypted service data information and provide the service through the decrypted service data information.
The process is described below in detail with a short message service as an example.

FIG. 4 shows a process of encrypting and decrypting service data information by a portable device in the process of acquiring a short message service through a UI in one embodiment of the disclosure, specifically including the following steps.

S401: The portable device determines a short message which is to be sent to the UI according to the short message service.

The short message is in the form of plaintext.

S402: The portable device encrypts the short message in the form of plaintext and sends the encrypted short message to the UI.

The portable device encrypts the short message in the form of plaintext by utilizing an encryption algorithm saved in the portable device itself to generate short message ciphertext and a group of decryption passwords, and sends the short message ciphertext and the decryption passwords to the UI.

S403: The UI decrypts the encrypted short message to obtain the short message in the form of plaintext.

The UI decrypts the encrypted short message by utilizing a decryption algorithm saved in the portable device itself according to the received short message ciphertext and decryption passwords to obtain the short message in the form of plaintext.

In the process above, the portable device is connected to a PC through a data line and acquires a service through a UI on the PC, therefore, when the portable device acquires the service through the UI, if service data information of the service contains some important information of the user, the portable device encrypts the service data information used for acquiring the service through the UI according to the encryption algorithm saved in the portable device itself and then sends the encrypted service data information to the UI, in order to prevent hacker software and other illegal software from stealing important information, and ensure the security of the service data information transmitted between the portable device and the UI, during the process of acquiring the service through the UI. The UI also decrypts the encrypted service data information according to a corresponding decryption algorithm saved in the UI itself, and provides the service through the decrypted service data information, thus further improving the security of the service data information transmitted between the portable device and the UI.

The abovementioned implementing process is described below by a specific implementation mode in detail.

FIG. 5 shows a detailed process of acquiring a service by a portable device in one embodiment of the disclosure, specifically including the following steps.

S501: The portable device receives a checking application containing information of a file to be checked from a UI which sends the checking application after identifying the portable device when a user uses the UI to acquire a service.

S502: The portable device acquires the file according to the information of the file, returns identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI, and receives data information of each slice in the at least one slice returned by the UI.

The data information of the each slice returned by the UI is computed by the UI according to the first algorithm in the UI itself and identification information of each slice saved.

S503: The portable device matches the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, when they are matched successfully, S504 is executed; otherwise, S505 is executed.

S504: According to the service to be acquired, the portable device acquires attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself, and also acquires a condition list for the attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself.

After the portable device determines that the UI is legal, then it verifies whether to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service before acquiring the service through the UI.

The attribute information of the service includes one or more of name information, type information, identification information and security level information of the service; and the condition list contains condition information for verifying each type of attribute information.

S505: The portable device determines that the UI is illegal and refuses to use the UI.

S506: The portable device judges whether the attribute information of the service meets corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list; if the attribute information meets the corresponding condition information, step S507 is executed, otherwise, step S508 is executed.

S507: The portable device acquires the service through the UI, and sends shared security data information saved in the portable device itself to the UI, generates a random number according to a period set by the user and sends the random number to the UI in the process of acquiring the service.

The portable device determines to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service.

S508: The portable device acquires the service through the UI.

The portable device determines not to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service.

S509: The portable device computes authentication information according to an algorithm saved in the portable device itself, the shared security data information and the random number, matches the authentication information with that returned by the UI; when they are matched successfully, step S510 is executed, otherwise, step S511 is executed.

The authentication information returned by the UI is computed by the UI according to the second algorithm saved in the UI itself, the shared security data information and the random number.

S510: The portable device determines that it has the permission to use the service and continues acquiring the service.

S511: The portable device determines that it does not have the permission to use the service and stops acquiring the service.

In the process above, the portable device receives data information of each slice computed by the UI according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself and identification information of each slice, matches the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, verifies whether the UI is legal according to the matching result, thereby preventing the portable device from using an illegal UI and ensuring the security of user information saved in the portable device.

After the UI is verified to be legal, and before the service is acquired, whether to verify the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service is verified according to the attribute information of the service, when determining to verify the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service, the portable device verifies whether it has the permission to use the service according to the shared security data information and the random number sent to the
UI in the process of acquiring the service, thereby further reinforcing the security of the service.

Furthermore, when the portable device acquires the service through the UI, in order to prevent hacker software from stealing important information in service data information transmitted between the portable device and the UI, and improve the security of data transmission, the portable device encrypts the service data information used for acquiring the service through the UI according to an encryption algorithm saved in the portable device itself, and then sends encrypted service data information to the UI; and the UI decrypts the encrypted service data information according to a corresponding decryption algorithm saved in the UI itself, and provides the service through the decrypted service data information, thereby further improving the security of the service data information transmitted between the portable device and the UI.

The embodiment of the disclosure provides the method for acquiring a service by a portable device, including: the portable device receives data information of each slice computed by the UI according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself and identification information of each slice, matches the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and verifies whether the UI is legal according to the matching result. When using the UI, the portable device sends slice information of a file to the UI to verify the legality of the UI, and does not acquire the service through the UI until the verification is passed, thereby preventing the portable device from using an illegal UI and ensuring the security of user information saved in the portable device.

FIG. 6 shows an apparatus for acquiring a service by a portable device in one embodiment of the disclosure, specifically including:

- a receiving module 601 which is configured to receive a checking application from a User Interface (UI) which sends the checking application after identifying a portable device, and receive data information of each slice which is returned by the UI and computed according to the first algorithm saved in the UI and identification information of each slice;
- a sending module 602 which is configured to return the identification information of at least one slice of a file to be checked to the UI; and
- a verifying module 603 which is configured to match the data information of each slice returned by the UI with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the verifying module itself; when they are matched successfully, determine that the UI is legal and acquiring the service through the UI, otherwise, refuse to use the UI.

The apparatus further includes:

- a judging module 604 which is configured to, according to the service to be acquired, acquire attribute information of the service saved in the judging module itself and a condition list for the attribute information of the service saved in the judging module itself, wherein the condition list contains condition information for verifying each type of attribute information; judge whether the attribute information of the service meets corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list; and determine to authorize the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service when the attribute information of the service meets the corresponding condition information; otherwise, determine not to authorize the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service.

The sending module 602 is further configured to send shared security data information saved in the sending module itself to the UI, generate a random number according to a period set by the user, and send the random number to the UI; the receiving module 601 is further configured to receive authentication information returned by the UI, wherein the authentication information returned by the UI is computed by the UI according to the second algorithm saved in the UI itself, the shared security data information and the random number; and

the verifying module 603 is further configured to match authentication information computed according to an algorithm saved in the verifying module itself, the shared security data information and the random number with that returned by the UI; when they are matched successfully, determine that the verifying module itself has the permission to use the service and continue acquiring the service, otherwise, determine that it does not have the permission to use the service and stop acquiring the service.

The apparatus further includes:

- an encrypting module 605 which is configured to encrypt service data information used for acquiring the service through the UI; and
- the sending module 602 is further configured to send the encrypted service data information to the UI to instruct the UI to decrypt the encrypted service data information and provide the service through the decrypted service data information.

FIG. 7 shows a system for acquiring a service by a portable device in one embodiment of the disclosure, specifically including:

- a portable device 701 which is configured to, when a user uses a UI 702 to acquire a service, receive a checking application containing information of a file to be checked from the UI 702 which sends the checking application after identifying the portable device 701; acquire the file according to the information of the file; return identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI 702; receive data information of each slice in the at least one slice returned by the UI 702; match the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and when they are matched successfully, determine that the UI 702 is legal and acquire the service through the UI 702, otherwise, refuse to use the UI 702; and

the UI 702, which is configured to send the checking application containing the information of the file to be checked after identifying the portable device 701, receive the identification information of the at least one slice of the file returned by the portable device 701; compute data information of the each slice according to the first algorithm saved in the UI itself and the identification information of each slice; and send the data information of each slice to the portable device 701.

The embodiments of the disclosure provide the method, apparatus and system for acquiring a service by a portable device. The method includes: a portable device receives data information of each slice computed by the UI according to the first algorithm and identification information of each slice saved in the UI itself, matches the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and verifies whether the UI is legal according to the matching result. When using a UI, the portable device sends slice information of the file to the UI to verify the legality of the UI, and does not acquire a service through the UI until the verification is passed, thereby preventing the portable device from using an illegal UI and ensuring the security of user information saved in the portable device.
Obviously, various modifications and variations for the disclosure can be made by those skilled in the art within the spirit and scope of the disclosure. By doing so, if such modifications and variations of the disclosure fall within the scope of the claims and equivalents thereof, the disclosure is intended to include such modifications and variations.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for acquiring a service by a portable device, comprising:
   when a user uses a User Interface (UI) to acquire a service, receiving, by a portable device, a checking application from the UI which sends the checking application after identifying the portable device, wherein the checking application contains information of a file to be checked; acquiring, by the portable device, the file according to the information of the file, and returning, by the portable device, identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI; receiving, by the portable device, data information of each slice in the at least one slice returned by the UI, and matching, by the portable device, the received data information of the each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, wherein the data information of the each slice received by the portable device is computed by the UI according to a first algorithm saved in the UI and the identification information of the each slice; when they are successfully matched, determining, by the portable device, that the UI is legal, and acquiring, by the portable device, the service through the UI; otherwise, refusing, by the portable device, to use the UI; and, after the portable device determines that the UI is legal, and before the portable device acquires the service through the UI, the method further comprising: acquiring, by the portable device, attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself according to the service to be acquired, and a condition list for the attribute information of the service saved in the portable device itself; wherein the condition list contains condition information for verifying each type of attribute information;
   judging, by the portable device, whether the attribute information of the service meets corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list; when the attribute information of the service meets the corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list, determining, by the portable device, to authenticate permission to use the service in a process of acquiring the service; otherwise, determining, by the portable device, not to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the attribute information of the service comprises:
   one or more of name information, type information, identification information and security level information of the service.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the acquiring by the portable device the service through the UI comprises:
   encrypting, by the portable device, service data information used for acquiring the service through the UI, and sending by the portable device the encrypted service data information to the UI to instruct the UI to decrypt the encrypted service data information and provide the service through the decrypted service data information.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the determining by the portable device to authenticate permission to use the service in a process of acquiring the service comprises:
   sending, by the portable device, shared security data information saved in the portable device itself to the UI, and generating, by the portable device, a random number according to a period set by the user, and sending, by the portable device, the random number to the UI; computing, by the portable device, authentication information according to an algorithm saved in the portable device itself, the shared security data information and the random number, and matching, by the portable device, the authentication information with authentication information returned by the UI, wherein the authentication information returned by the UI is computed by the UI according to a second algorithm saved in the UI itself, the shared security data information and the random number; and when they are matched successfully, determining, by the portable device, that it has the permission to use the service and continuing acquiring the service; otherwise, determining, by the portable device, that it does not have the permission to use the service and stopping acquiring the service.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the acquiring by the portable device the service through the UI comprises:
   encrypting, by the portable device, service data information used for acquiring the service through the UI, and sending by the portable device the encrypted service data information to the UI to instruct the UI to decrypt the encrypted service data information and provide the service through the decrypted service data information.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the acquiring by the portable device the service through the UI comprises:
   encrypting, by the portable device, service data information used for acquiring the service through the UI, and sending by the portable device the encrypted service data information to the UI to instruct the UI to decrypt the encrypted service data information and provide the service through the decrypted service data information.

7. An apparatus for acquiring a service by a portable device, comprising:
   a receiving module which is configured to receive a checking application from a User Interface (UI) which sends the checking application after identifying a portable device, and receive data information of each slice, which is returned by the UI and computed according to a first algorithm saved in the UI and identification information of the each slice;
   a sending module which is configured to return identification information of at least one slice of a file to be checked to the UI;
   a verifying module which is configured to match the data information of each slice returned by the UI with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the verifying module itself; when they are matched successfully, determine that the UI is legal and acquire the service through the UI; otherwise, refuse to use the UI; and
   a judging module which is configured to acquire attribute information of the service saved in the judging module itself according to the service to be acquired, and acquire a condition list for the attribute information of the service saved in the judging module itself, wherein the condition list contains condition information for verifying each type of attribute information; judge whether the attribute information of the service meets corresponding
condition information for the attribute information in the condition list; and when the attribute information of the service meets the corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list, determine to authenticate permission to use the service in a process of acquiring the service; otherwise, determine not to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service.

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the sending module is further configured to send shared security data information saved in the sending module itself to the UI, generate a random number according to a period set by the user, and send the random number to the UI; the receiving module is further configured to receive authentication information returned by the UI, wherein the authentication information returned by the UI is computed by the UI according to a second algorithm saved in the UI itself, the shared security data information and the random number; and the verifying module is further configured to match authentication information computed according to an algorithm saved in the verifying module itself, the shared security data information and the random number with the authentication information returned by the UI; when they are matched successfully, determine that the verifying module itself has the permission to use the service and continue acquiring the service; otherwise, determine that the verifying module itself does not have the permission to use the service and stop acquiring the service.

9. The apparatus according to claim 8, further comprising: an encrypting module which is configured to encrypt service data information used for acquiring the service through the UI; and the sending module is further configured to send the encrypted service data information to the UI to instruct the UI to decrypt the encrypted service data information and provide the service through the decrypted service data information.

10. The apparatus according to claim 7, further comprising: an encrypting module which is configured to encrypt service data information used for acquiring the service through the UI; and the sending module is further configured to send the encrypted service data information to the UI to instruct the UI to decrypt the encrypted service data information and provide the service through the decrypted service data information.

11. A system for acquiring a service by a portable device, comprising: a portable device which is configured to, when a user uses a User Interface (UI) to acquire a service, receive a checking application containing information of a file to be checked from the UI which sends the checking application after identifying the portable device; acquire the file according to the information of the file; return identification information of at least one slice of the file to the UI; receive data information of each slice in the at least one slice returned by the UI; match the received data information of each slice with corresponding data information of each slice saved in the portable device itself, and when they are matched successfully, determine that the UI is legal and acquire the service through the UI, otherwise, refuse to use the UI; and further configured to: acquire attribute information of the service saved in itself according to the service to be acquired, and acquire a condition list for the attribute information of the service saved in itself, wherein the condition list contains condition information for verifying each type of attribute information; judge whether the attribute information of the service meets corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list; and when the attribute information of the service meets the corresponding condition information for the attribute information in the condition list, determine to authenticate permission to use the service in a process of acquiring the service; otherwise, determine not to authenticate the permission to use the service in the process of acquiring the service; the UI, which is configured to send the checking application containing the information of the file to be checked after identifying the portable device, receive the identification information of the at least one slice of the file returned by the portable device, compute data information of the each slice according to a first algorithm saved in the UI itself and the identification information of the each slice; and send the data information of the each slice to the portable device.